
WHY DO I HAVE TO BE A DEVOTEE, 
IF I  POSSESS CONFIDENCE?

Can we fight 

against the fate?



Some random Thoughts On Life



• What it needs to create myself?

• Do I know what I aim to be?

• Do I know what are my resources?

• Am I aware of the what I will be facing next?

• …… 



• Can I face the world on my terms?

• Do I have control on the environment surrounding me?  



That by thinking anxiously about the future, 

they forget the present, 

such

that they live neither for the present nor the future.

What surprises you most about the mankind? 



Do we know the length, breadth and depth of  
life?

Or, there are some hidden, unknown areas?



Normally, mostly 

we see and act on 

Large areas of significant 

action remains obscured, 

undefined



Who can be that Ideal for me?

- Can Henry Ford be my Ideal?



WISDOM INSPIRES, WISE MAN GUIDES
IDEOLOGY LAYS DOWN THE PATH, IDEAL LEADS 

Ideal is the embodiment of ideology

Ideology works at a deeper level than 
cognitive level, it brings abut extra sensory 
realization, leading to adjustment in 
thoughts, behavior, habits and instincts. 

Ideology is the highest form of principle, 
that if followed, can bring about 
transformation, evolution and all round 
becoming.  

Ideology is generic, though it has specific 
application. The discrete part is eternal and 
dynamic part is contextual and adaptable.  

Ideal is Guru, Guide, Lord

Ideology is a complete package, encompassing 
person, family, society and the universe.

Ideal is a living person, who exemplifies ideology. 

Ideal imparts, guides, goads and that is why Ideal 
is Guru.

Guru knows a person’s past, present and future 
and is capable to providing personalized 
guidance, though He comes as universal teacher.

Ideal seldom preaches, He instead ensures that 
ideology is practiced and that works like a 
catalyst. 



A LIVING IDEAL IS ONE: 

- With Sri Sri Thakur, as living Ideal, it becomes 
easy for the follower.

- The living ideal lives on for eternity.

- His ideology is to be followed and the Ideal 
is to be loved. 

- He remains live in His ideology, in His 
literature and through His devotees.

- Sri Sri Thakur wished to live through us.

- His literature is live representation and guide 
for all time to come. 

- Who lives the 
ideology, sets 
example

- Gives shape to 
ideology by his 
conduct, words and 
deeds

- Who imparts the 
ideology 



Let’s pause and reflect:

How am I? 

What is my world view?

How do I face life? 

How do I deal with life’s problems?  

I know an all encompassing ideology and I have an 

all fulfilling Ideal as my guide.



Who am I to the Ideal?

- Can there be a live relationship with the Ideal?



WHAT IT MEANS TO BE A DEVOTEE?

कर्म

ज्ञान

भक्ति

Broad classification 

of types of devotees, 

based on their 

predominate profile, 

forming persona.

The real issue for us is:

This persona is the 

end state. 

Questions are: 

What is the process? 

How can we reach 

there?

What is the path for 

us in the midst of the 

life that we live? 
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Untottering valorous admiration
for the Love

is the onset of devotional urge 
and energetic affinity, 

which effulges in action. 

Energetic volitional ardour for 
the principle

with serviceable zeal and 
performance 

is the root of Bhakti. 

Valoruos admiration 

for the Love / 

volitional ardour for 

the Principle  

Devotional urge / 

Energetic Affinity / 

Bhakti

Serviceable Zeal / 

Action / 

Performance

कर्म योग + भक्ति योग
Love       = Ideal

Principle = Ideology Passion 

/ zeal
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Be thou adhered to the Love Lord

with every serviceable concentric urge,

keep and maintain thy rational trail 

propitious to thy existence

with every ardent ardour and honest performance,

goad the flow of thy culture, conduct and character 

integrating the past with the present

to have,

to maintain 

the thrill of life and fellow feelings

with innate valorous vim, xxxxx

It all begins from here, 

and it does not stop 

there; it goes on 

further and deeper …



Let’s pause and reflect:

Is this devotee anyway different from some iconic heroes

What it takes to be a devotee? 

What is the role of devotee with respect to action? 

What kind of image of a devotee is emerging? 



Where would Bhakti lead me to?

- Can I have a desired life without being a 
devotee?



I am fresh and lovely; I 

look towards to rising sun.

I am beauty and graceful, 

I look up to dark cloud.

I am solar system, I orbit 

around the Sun.

Love, affinity, being 

cantered around point of 

gravity and getting 

stimulated by symbols of 

passion are natural. 

What is of significance is: -

- What is that point of 

center? 

- Who or what attracts? 

- Where the love is 

focused on?    

Tell me your love, and I will tell you what type of person you are and you will be.
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Question raised by a lady from USA –

Can’t scientific knowledge reach one at the level of God realization? 

Love can realize God; love can impart 

knowledge;  knowledge can be enjoyed through 

love. Without love, knowledge is sterile. 

Where there is love, hope, faith and charity prevail there. 

Love cherishes to serve.

Real love is ever unrepelling.



Let’s pause and reflect:

Yes, Ideal does matter in one’s life.

 Is it good to have an Ideal?

 Is it must to have an Ideal? 
Relative     Absolute

Subjective  Objective



Yes, we do come across, of course outwardly, that some people live life without being explicitly 

weded to an Ideal. 

Some young friends may echo a point of view that leaning on a specific Ideal not required; 

may be treated as an affront on self confidence, independence etc.

An accomplished person, when complimented for something, observed, ‘ऊपरवाला का आश्रा हे’’.

• Confidence

• Self esteem

• Exertion

• Supportive environment

• Sound legacy

• Determination 

• Appropriate Action 

• Some of endogenous

• Some exogenous

• Some are with degrees

• Some may not be as expected

• Some could be adverse

• Some could be managed

• Some could be hindered 

There is a need 

for more 

favorable 

dispensation, fight 

against adversity, 

prevent imminent 

misfortunes W
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Ideal, Divine, Godly, Destiny, Positive, Progressive, Superlative

IS AN IDEAL INDISPENSABLE?
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Let’s pause and reflect:

Is having an ideal in life the end by itself? 



Adherence
ननष्ठा / भक्ति Love

Induces

Love of 

labor

Skill 

Lore

Creates

Unfurls 

Construction
Induces 

Stability
Constitutes  

with its flow 

of becoming 

with active 

service for the 

Lord

Adherence to Becoming Continuum

Largely self induced process with intervention 

Body of 

tradition & 

knowledge

Action of building 

something of large 

structure 



WHERE DOES BHAKTI LEAD ME TO?

Indomitable active adherence to 
Beloved the Great

unfurls our possibilities 

ad infinitum. 

Untottering adherence with 
powerful blazing activity 

makes life 

a dazzling bliss 

leading to exalting becoming.
Adherence 

Acquisition 

Becoming

Continuity Intensity
Unicentral
Attachment 



Let’s pause and reflect:

Where are we?



Can I do everything at my free will?

- or, everything is predetermined?
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Legacy of 

past action 

Current 

action 
Law of 

Nature 

Outcome; 

Experience Process

Process

Process

Process

Divine Intervention;

Blessings 

Outcome 2; 

Experience 2 

Outcome 3; 

Experience 3 

Range of Possibilities;

Augmented Reality  

Factors of influence

Devotion

Dedication

Inspired action

Principled action 

Push of love

Charmed behavior

Motivated impulse  

Logic Magic 

Impossible Possible 

Event Miracle 



To think 

all is determined 

is the outrage to terminate God

the Infinite. 

- Says Sri Sri Thakur Anukul Chandra   




